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The ultra-long relaxation time of glass transition makes it difficult to construct atomic models
of amorphous materials by conventional methods. We propose a novel method for building such
atomic models using data assimilation method by simulated annealing with an accurately computed
interatomic potential augmented by penalty from experimental data. The advantage of this method
is that not only can it reproduce experimental data as the structure refinement methods like reverse
Monte Carlo but also obtain the reasonable structure in terms of interatomic potential energy. In
addition, thanks to the interatomic potential, we do not need high Q range diffraction data, which
is necessary to take into account the short-range order. Persistent homology analysis shows that
the amorphous ice obtained by the new method is indeed more ordered at intermediate range.

Despite lacking long ranged order, glassy materials still
possess short and intermediate ranged order, which is
important for understanding the nature of glass tran-
sition [1–4], anomalous vibrational properties [5–7] and
for application of amorphous materials. As temperature
decreases, the relaxation time of supercooled liquid in-
creases drastically and approaches to 102 s order near the
glass transition temperature. Such slow dynamics appar-
ently cannot be handled by conventional computer simu-
lation, as a consequence, the simulated structures can be
under-relaxed, which is one of the biggest obstacles for
obtaining good atomic models for these glassy materials
and studying their structures. Several advanced tech-
niques have been proposed to overcome this issue using
Monte Carlo simulations with swap update or umbrella
sampling [8–10]. Although these methods are efficient,
it is often inappropriate to apply these methods to ob-
tain the structures of experimental glassy materials due
to special requirements of the methods (poly-dispersive
system, good bias potential, etc.). On the other hand,
with the development of experimental techniques, x-ray
or neutron diffraction data of glassy materials have been
obtained to very high quality [11–13], even for small
molecular glasses that crystalize easily [14]. The struc-
ture factor S(Q) obtained by normalizing corrected scat-
tering intensity of such experiments is directly related to
the radial distribution function (RDF) via Fourier trans-
form, and there are several techniques for refining struc-
ture to match experiment data. The most widely used
one is the reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method [15], which
tries to minimize the squared difference of structure fac-
tor between simulation box and experiment. Potential
iteration refinement is another kind of methods, in which
the effective potential that reproduces the experimental
data is obtained by either Boltzmann relation [16–18],
inverse reinforcement learning [19] or other methods.

For liquid state, the structure refinement methods work
rather well if suitably implemented. However, for glassy
states, as the system cannot explore the whole configu-
rational space, it is vital to use a good initial condition
for structural refinement to avoid producing significant
artifacts. Yet, the difficulty for obtaining good configu-
rations using conventional simulation methods puts us in
a dilemma of dead loop.

In order to tackle the problems of glassy materials, it
is natural to consider using diffraction data to accelerate
the simulation itself rather than to refine the structures

built by simulation. Here, we propose that when good po-
tential E is available for the system under study, acceler-
ation can be achieved using data assimilation method by
augmenting E with a penalty function from experimental
data [20], i.e.

F (R) := E(R) + λND[IB(R, Q), IE(Q)], (1)

where R and N are the coordinates and number of all
atoms; D is a penalty function of simulated diffraction in-
tensity IB(R, Q) and experimental one IE(Q), and λ is a
constant determining the strength of D. The penalty D is
defined so that it is minimized when IB(R, Q) ≡ cIE(Q)
with c a constant, i.e. the shape of simulated diffrac-
tion pattern totally agrees with that of the experiment.
Both E and D should have local or global minimum at
around the structure obtained in the experiment. In in-
teratomic potential, local minimum corresponds to the
ordered structure according to the short-range interac-
tion between atoms, whereas diffraction pattern mainly
reflects intermediate or long-range order of the structure
as it is predicted from Q values in diffraction pattern.
Therefore, except the common one around the structure
obtained in the experiment, local minimums in E and
D are different. The local minimums in E and D are
expected to be canceled out, if E and D are combined
appropriately to form F , which accelerates the structure
search. We tested previously that for crystalline phase,
the correct structure can be obtained directly by simula-
tion using F but not E [20–22]. It is expected that for
glassy materials, this method helps crossing the barrier
of long relaxation time and can accelerate simulation to
obtain lower energy and better agreement with experi-
ment.

Before going further, we would like to clarify the dif-
ference between current data assimilation method and
structure refinement methods. The idea of jointly min-
imizing D and E is not unique to the current data as-
similation method because some structural refinements
such as hybrid RMC [23, 24] also incorporate both D
and E. However, in these schemes, the initial structure
is prepared by conventional methods (e.g. simulated an-
nealing) and atoms are then moved to match experiment
data (possibly also taking into account of constraints or
E), which does not guarantee that the obtained struc-
ture is energetically favored (it will actually raise the
energy in many cases). In contrast, the data assimila-
tion generates glass structures directly from liquid state
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by simulated annealing with interatomic potential energy
combined with experimental penalty. In this simulation,
interatomic potential and experimental penalty decrease
simultaneously during the simulated annealing. As we
will show later, this treatment can obtain lower energy
structure alongside better agreement with experiment,
and thus gains much higher reliability. In addition, as
the interatomic potential can easily handle short ranged
order, only low Q region of the diffraction data is needed
for the simulation.

In this study, the penalty D is defined using the corre-
lation coefficient between IB and IE:

D = 1− (IB(R, Q)− ĪB)(IE(Q)− ĪE)√
(IB(R, Q)− ĪB)2 · (IE(Q)− ĪE)2

, (2)

where the bar Ī := 1
Qmax−Qmin

∫ Qmax

Qmin
I(Q) dQ denotes Q-

average of I. This form of D can capture both the height
and position of each peaks, and can also handle experi-
mental data that cannot be normalized to structure factor
S(Q) because of lacking high Q part or large noise. We

tested that the RMC-styled D := (SB(R, Q)− SE(Q))2

also works well, even better than correction coefficient
sometimes [25]. The force coming from D can be com-
puted by differentiation of D. Because the intensity I(Q)
or RDF g(r) are two-body functions, at any fixed time,
the force is pairwise additive, which makes the implemen-
tation fairly straight forward. For classical simulations,
the computation of scattering intensity and force can be-
come a bottleneck as communication over processes and
numerical integration are needed. We make the follow-
ing optimizations: first, the pair force is only calculated
on the grid for tallying RDF g(r) (used to evaluate I(Q))
and interpolation is used for other r; and second, as IB(Q)
does not change significantly over short time, this force
table is only updated every 5 steps. Using these optimiza-
tions, the computation times involving D is very short
compared with E. We added self-written code [26] for
computing the force from the penalty function D into
the LAMMPS package [27] for molecular dynamics sim-
ulation in this study.

Using the new method, we compare the energy and
structures of low density (LDA) and high density (HDA)
amorphous ice obtained by simulated annealing and data
assimilation. The TIP4P/ice model [28] which is opti-
mized for simulation for solid state, is used for evaluating
the interatomic potential energy E. The force is cut off at
12 �A for both D and E and PPPM method [29] is used for
long range Coulomb potential. We use x-ray diffraction

data [30] between 0.7 and 6 �A
−1

to calculate the penalty
[31]. The simulation procedure is as follows. The liquid
structure containing 1000 rigid water molecules with the
same density as glass (0.94 g/cm3 for LDA and 1.17 g/cm3

for HDA) equilibrated using 102 ps simulation at 323 K is
used as initial condition. We then run simulated anneal-
ing at constant volume with F (data assimilation) or E
(conventional simulated annealing). The initial temper-
ature is 323 K and the temperature is decreased to 77 K
linearly at the end of the simulated annealing. After this
simulated annealing procedure, the experimental penalty
D is turned off and 30 ps simulation is performed for ther-
malization with only E. Finally, another 10 ps simulation
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FIG. 1. (a) Interatomic energy E of the LDA structures ob-
tained with simulated annealing with E (SA), data assimila-
tion (DA, F = E + λND) and running with F only at low
temperature after the simulated annealing with E, for differ-
ent cooling steps NQ. The error bar is the standard deviation
of 3 independent runs. (b) Same as (a), but for penalty from
experimental data D, 0 is absolute agreement. Data assim-
ilation consistently gives lower energy and better agreement
with experiment, but this cannot be achieved by using F only
at low temperature after the simulated annealing with E. (c),
(d) Same as (a) and (b), for HDA. While simulated annealing
can already produce fairly good structures, data assimilation
can still boost the performance.

is conducted to collect the structural data. The time step
is fixed at 1 fs and the temperature is controlled using
Nosé–Hoover chain method [32].

Fig. 1(a)(b) shows the interatomic energy E and ex-
periment penalty D of the structures obtained with nor-
mal simulated annealing and data assimilation for cool-
ing time 1 ps ∼ 10 ns (2.46× 1014 K/s ∼ 2.46× 1010 K/s)
for LDA. The value for D strength parameter λ is set
to 3 kcal/mol, which gives the lowest energy from fast
test runs (1 ∼ 10 kcal/mol all produce very low energy)
[33]. First we observe that for conventional simulated an-
nealing, the D gradually decreases as cooling step, NQ,
increases. This strongly suggests that the global mini-
mums of D and E coincide, which is a key for the success
of data assimilation method. A direct comparison reveals
that with data assimilation, not only can we consistently
get better agreement with experiment, but also lower en-
ergy E, showing that adding the experimental penalty is
indeed helpful to reduce local minimums of E and can
achieve huge acceleration (around 10× when comparing
E for slow cooling). We note that running simulation
with F for 105 steps only at low temperature from struc-
tures obtained by conventional simulated annealing – a
kind of structure refinement – cannot achieve similar ef-
fect (see green lines in Fig. 1), thus it is concluded that
the cooling process itself is also a key to success and struc-
tural rearrangement is difficult even with the introduction
of D at low temperature. Fig. 1(c)(d) shows the results
of the same numerical experiment for HDA. It is found
that the result is qualitatively the same, albeit the effect
of data assimilation is weaker because conventional sim-
ulated annealing can already get structures with low E
and D. The weaker effect of data assimilation to HDA is
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FIG. 2. (a) x-ray structure factor S(Q) of LDA, obtained by
experiment, simulated annealing (SA) and data assimilation
(DA). Slower cooling produces higher first peak at lower Q,
but only data assimilation reproduces the correct position.
(b) Same as (a), for HDA. The structural difference is smaller.
(c) Difference of gOO(r) of LDA. Data assimilation produces
the most ordered structure. (d) Same as (c) for O–O–O angle
distribution.

explained by the structural difference between HDA and
LDA. The first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) of HDA
is located at much higher Q than LDA, indicating that
the characteristic structural length of HDA is short. It is
also argued from experimental data that locally, LDA is
similar to crystal ice while HDA is similar to liquid water
[34]. The structural difference shows that HDA is inher-
ently less ordered than LDA and building atomic model
of HDA is easier.

Fig. 2 compares the simulated x-ray structure factor
S(Q). For LDA, it is found that slower cooling produces
higher FSDP but is insufficient to reproduce the experi-
mental data as its position is located at lower Q. How-
ever, the FSDP obtained with data assimilation has the
correct Q position and the largest amplitude, indicating
that the intermediate ranged order is more developed.

With data assimilation, the shoulder near 5 �A
−1

is also
more pronounced. In real space, for structures made by
data assimilation, the radial distribution of oxygen atoms
shows more pronounced second peak, whose position cor-
responds to the position of FSDP. The angle distribu-
tion of non-directly-bonded O–O–O is also sharper. This
clearly reveals that the structures built using data assim-
ilation are more ordered at intermediate range and hence
have lower energy. On the other hand, the structural dif-
ference of HDA is much smaller, consistent with smaller
energy difference [35].

We further analyzed the topological features of the
structures using persistent homology [36]. The input for
this analysis is the coordinates of the atoms, and we grad-
ually increase the “atomic radius” r from 0. For the first
order persistent homology D1, consider each ring ck con-
sisting of atoms in the structure, we note that there is a
value bk such that the ring first appears when r =

√
bk

(“birth”, atoms start to touch adjacent ones on all edges),
as well as another value dk ≥ bk such that the ring disap-
pears when r =

√
dk (“death”, all space inside the ring
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FIG. 3. First order persistent diagram D1 of structures pro-
duced by simulated annealing with fast cooling (a), slow cool-
ing (b) and data assimilation with slow cooling (c). Different
atomic types are not distinguished. The density in region (B)
is reduced by slower cooling or using data assimilation.
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FIG. 4. Histogram of dk of second order persistence D2, i.e.
size of all cavities of the structures, when including only O
atoms (a) and H atoms (b). In both cases, with data as-
similation, the distribution is sharper and there are less large
cavities, indicating more ordered structure.

gets filled). By definition, bk and dk is related to the
edge length and overall size of the rings. Similarly, cav-
ities instead of rings can be considered, and this is the
second order persistent homology D2. The CGAL [37]
and PHAT [38] libraries are used to compute persistent
homology in this study.

Fig. 3 shows the first order persistence diagram D1

which is plotted by putting all the persistence pairs
(bk, dk) on R2 plane. All H and O atoms are included
without distinguishing. There are two distinct features:
a vertical band (A) and a 45◦ band located slightly above
the diagonal (B). From the value of bk, only (A) repre-
sents hydrogen bonded network which is energetically fa-
vorable. The difference of the persistence diagram shows
that using data assimilation is equivalent to slower cool-
ing, with the effect of reducing the density in (B) region
and thus lower energy. From the distribution of dk of
D2 (i.e. size of cavities in the structure) as shown in
Fig. 4 [39], we see that data assimilation generates more
uniform cavity sizes (sharper distribution). Importantly,
very large cavities which represents defects in the struc-
ture are largely suppressed when introducing data assim-
ilation in the simulation. Thus, we conclude that data
assimilation indeed produced structure which is more or-
dered at intermediate range.

As HDA is experimentally produced by compressing
ordinary ice instead of liquid quenching at high pressure,
it is interesting to study the pressure induced amorphiza-
tion using the current method. Starting from cubic ice
Ic with random hydrogen orientation, the structure is
gradually compressed to 1.30 g/cm3 and then expanded
to HDA density (1.17 g/cm3) by modifying the edge
length of the simulation box. When running compres-
sion/expansion at 140 K (close to glass transition temper-
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ature), using F instead of E also results in better agree-
ment with experiment and lower energy E if the compres-
sion/expansion steps are greater than 5·104/5·104 so that
there is sufficient time for the structure to finish the amor-
phization. We finally emulated the transition from HDA
to LDA by gradually expanding the HDA structure to
LDA density (0.94 g/cm3) at 140 K, and obtained quali-
tatively the same result. It is worth noting that the LDA
obtained from HDA using data assimilation has consis-
tently higher energy and lower FSDP than that obtained
from liquid [40]. This suggests that even with the acceler-
ation of data assimilation, it is difficult to reach the state
with lowest energy for transition from HDA to LDA. This
supports the previous finding that transition from HDA
to LDA is gradual with many metastable states and how
much the structure can relax determines the final energy
and intermediate ranged structure [41, 42].

From the numerical experiments with poly-amorphism
of ice, we showed that augmenting penalty function D to
the interatomic potential E can indeed accelerate the sim-
ulated annealing process and build better atomic model of
glassy materials. As a lower energy can be obtained, the
data assimilation has higher reliability than structural
refinement methods for thermally arrested glassy state
when accurately computing E is possible. Because the
final structure is maintained using only E, it is also suit-
able for studying the dynamic properties theoretically.
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FIG. 1. (a) λ (strength of penalty D) dependence of final
energy E for simulated annealing with LDA in 106 steps. We
get low energy for 1 ≤ λ ≤ 10 kcal/mol. (b) Same as (a),
for final penalty D. (c) S(Q) obtained by data assimilation

with RMC-styled penalty D := (SB(R, Q) − SE(Q))2, the Q

range used is [0.7, 4 �A−1
] and λ = 9 kcal/mol. We see that

this D can also get very good result, even better with D de-
fined by correction coefficient, presumably because there is no
arbitrary scaling constant in S(Q) as in I(Q).
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FIG. 2. The gOO(r) (a) and O–O–O angle distribution (b)
of HDA obtained by simulated annealing (SA) and data as-
similation (DA). The difference is small compared with LDA
as expected from small difference in S(Q).
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FIG. 3. Second order persistent diagram D2 of LDA struc-
tures produced by simulated annealing with fast cooling (a),
slow cooling (b) and data assimilation with slow cooling (c).
Different atomic types are not distinguished. This also shows
that data assimilation produces more ordered structures.
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FIG. 4. (a) Compression speed dependence of final energy
E of HDA obtained from compressing Ic instead of simulated
annealing from liquid. The NQ here is the total steps for
compression (to 1.30 g/cm3) and expansion (to 1.17 g/cm3),
with each process taking up NQ/2 steps. The temperature is
fixed at 140 K (close to glass transition temperature) during
compression and expansion and directly switched to 77 K for
data collection. It shows that data assimilation can also lower
the energy in this case except for very quick compression when
amorphization is insufficient without data assimilation. (b)
same as (a), for penalty. (c) Expansion speed dependence of
E for simulated expansion from HDA to LDA at 140 K. The
temperature is directly switched to 77 K for data collection.
The effect of data assimilation is the same as before. The
final energy is higher than the case of simulated annealing
from liquid. (d) Same as (c) for penalty. (e) Comparison of
O–O g(r) produced by simulated annealing from liquid and
expansion of HDA. The former can relax more and is more
ordered, supporting the view that the that transition from
HDA to LDA is gradual with many metastable states and
how much the structure can relax determines the final energy
and intermediate ranged structure. (f) Comparison of O–O
g(r) from simulated annealing from liquid and compression-
expansion of Ic. We may draw a similar conclusion as LDA
case.
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